Basic Idea
• Originally: Preserve the first two sample moments of a small block (nxn)
Average:
Standard Deviation:
Define a 1-bit (2-level quantizer: x + and x -) with x Th , such that preserve the two moments • Preserving edges.
• Each block can be compressed separately according to its variance. • Fixed and Adaptive bit-allocation optional.
BTC Encoding
• Assume a 512x512 image with 256 gray levels.
• The threshold will be the mean value (xave).
• For each block we transmit bit-level matrix, xsd and xave .
• The levels X + and X -can be determined by setting up the expressions that equate (preserve) the moments before and after quantization.
Levels Selection
Where n+ and n-are the number of pixels above and below the threshold (mean) BTC Decoding
• From the moment preservation principle: 193 37 193 193 193 37 37 193 193 193 37 193 37 37 37 37 For N-level reconstruction we use a Max-Lloyd Quantization ! Compression Ratio
• The higher the block size -the higher the compression ratio • For L bits-per-pixel we have n 2 L bits describing a nxn image • Assuming that the mean and SD are defined also with b bits, we get a total number of (n 2 + 2b) bits in the output: 
